WieTec 2020 Postponement Announcement
Dear Exhibitors and Visitors,

With a view to fighting against Novel Coronavirus Pneumonia , Shanghai and other Chinese provinces and cities
not only have initiated the First-Level Response to Major Public Health Emergencies, but also have
comprehensively postponed all types of large-scale public events as scheduled in the near future. In order to further
implement and sincerely cooperate in prevention and control of Novel Coronavirus Pneumonia, the Organizers
have communicated with the exhibition venue to make rapid decision and adjust the event agenda in view of the
current epidemic situation. Changes about WieTec 2020 are hereby notified as follows:

WieTec 2020, originally scheduled to be held at National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai) during
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June 3rd-5th, 2020, will be postponed to August 25 -27 , 2020. A safer and more reassuring schedule is
now developed for this grand event. On one hand, the Organizers respond to the governmental call to safeguard
and emphasize the life, health, safety and vital interests of all exhibitors and visitors. On the other hand, exhibitors
and visitors’ participation experience can be achieved to the utmost extent!

Great gratitude is hereby expressed for all exhibitors and visitors for their vigorous supports for WieTec in the past.
The Organizers hereby promise that WieTec 2020 will, as always, boast its premium standard and high quality. All
employees of the Organizers will serve the exhibitors around the clock and jointly fight against Novel Coronavirus
Pneumonia. After the epidemic is controllable, the Organizers will continue to make additional marketing
investment, dedicate to find business opportunities for exhibitors and visitors, and provide B2B platform for all
industry professionals through the entire industry chain!

In conclusion, we can all face up to trials with courage and determination, and express the heartfelt thanks to
everyone who is fighting and undaunted by perils at the front line and every industry professional who is going all
out to ward off the epidemic. In the new year, it is ardently expected that we can cherish greater courage to
embrace and love this world.

Keep Fighting, Wuhan! Keep Fighting, China!
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